
To help learners get rid of their fear of Maths

and improve their competitive edge, Vedic

Maths is the most sought-after Mental

Arithmetic System. Vedic Maths consists of 16

sutras (techniques) and 13 upa-sutras (sub-

techniques), which help in solving a wide

range of problems involved in Arithmetic,

Algebra, Geometry, Calculus etc. 

VEDIC MATHS
COURSE



ABOUT US
Kids Infinite Learning is an
incredibly personalized program
with live online classes where kids
can customize their topics to learn
at their own pace. Kids can choose
their preferred teacher based 
on their teaching experience
 and expertise in the
 respective areas. 



PROFICIENT
30 SESSIONS

DISTINGUISHED
45 SESSIONS

COURSE PLANS

We offer two personalized
courses especially designed by

the experts in order to derive
the maximum output in

minimum time along with
practice and revision sessions. 



End numbers
Addition without borrowing
Left to right. 2*2
Left to right 3*3
Left to right 4*4
Addition of multiple
numbers

PROFICIENT COURSE

Addition

Subtraction
Complement
Subtraction without
borrowing
Left to right subtraction 2*2
Left to right subtraction 3*3
Left to right subtraction 4*4
Subtraction- multiple of 10

30 SESSIONS



Multiplication of number two
digit by 11
Multiplication of number 3
digit by 11
Multiplication of number 3
digit by 111
Application of number four
digit by 111
Multiplication of number
series of 9
Multiplication by 2 by 2
Multiplication by 3 by 3
Multiplication multiple of 5

PROFICIENT COURSE

Multiplication

Division
Basics of division
Division of 4 number by 11
Division of 3 number by 11
Division of number series of
9
Division by multiple of 5



Square
Square root
Cube
Cube root
Multiplication by base
method
Tables till 999
Dodging tables
Calendar

Additional Topics

Include 30 sessions

DISTINGUISHED COURSE

45 SESSIONS



PERKS OF COURSE

Revision Classes after every
concept
Doubt clearance time in the end of
every session
Easily connect with team over
whatsapp or email
Take classes on your comfortable
timings
Receive a Certificate on completion
of the course



BOOK YOUR FREE
DEMO CLASS 
TODAY!!

EMAIL ADDRESS
contactus@kidsinfinitelearning.com 

PHONE NUMBER
+91 9729888134

WEBSITE
www.kidsinfinitelearning.com


